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Whilst banks were facing cost pressure to achieve superior return on equity even before the financial crisis, the recent years have increased the 
urge for banks to review their business and operating models. Bank internal, as well as industry-wide, drivers are contributing to the need for 
considering a redesign of the banking value chains. 

Internal and external drivers are challenging bank 
operating models

The current market environment with record-low interest rates, modest economic growth and an uncertain outlook diminishes the banks’ ability to 
generate acceptable margins.

Declining revenues due to clients’ reduced risk appetites need to be 
compensated by cost savings in order to achieve return on equity levels 
above the cost of capital.

In order to meet increased qualitative and quantitative capital 
requirements, banks need to choose whether certain business lines 
require restructuring or need to be exited.

Banks are facing a plentitude of regulatory developments, which 
require the introduction of new controls or new processes to ensure 
compliance, as well as structural adjustments to the legal entity 
design, e.g., to address ‘Too Big To Fail’ concerns.

Technological innovation (e.g. robo advisor, integrated budget 
controls, contactless payment systems (NFC), big data or advanced 
analytics) require banks to quickly adopt new features, either by 
developing them from within or by partnering with technology 
providers.

Non-banking players (e.g., Google, Apple, Nutmeg, Wealthfront) have 
the global reach and/or the technological advantages to proliferate 
new services via alternative channels, threatening traditional banking 
businesses (e.g., payments, social investing).

Changing social behaviour led by social media innovation, increased 
price awareness due to market transparency, 24/7-360° availability 
of any channel, and expectations towards enhanced user experience 
increase the pressure on banks to meet client demand for products 
and services.

Swiss banks in particular need to deal with the greater willingness of (potential) offshore clients to choose an onshore bank for conducting business,  
as well as the requirement for local branches or subsidiaries in certain countries in the EU due to MiFID II.

On- and offshore  
competition

Regulatory change

Bank capital & balance sheet

Cost focus to compensate for 
declining revenue margins 

Economic uncertainty

Technological innovation

Disruptive non-banking 
entrants

Increasing client  
expectations

Urge to industrialise

Bank internal Industry-wide
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Although not a new concept, the driving factors described on the left bring industrialisation back on banks’ priority agendas. Derived from 
industrialisation in other industries, industrialisation in banking can be characterised by five principles aimed at increasing productivity, economies 
of scales and reduced error rates. 

Levers of industrialisation
In essence, industrialisation efforts aim towards doing things better and doing things differently, thereby questioning the status quo. We have 
identified nine industrialisation levers, which banks can use to re-configure their journey to a truly industrialised financial institution.

How industrialisation can help banks overcome 
head-winds in the current environment

Front-to-back service alignment Distinct process orientation Value chain decomposition

Resource optimisation Cultural shift

Process excellence

Improving execution of existing operations  
and value creation (short term)

Organisational efficiency

Product rationalisation

FOUNDATIONAL

TRANSFORMATIONAL

DISRUPTIONAL

Process excellence
Introduce front-to-back process management 
by assigning process owners and applying 
advanced process analytics; apply continuous 
improvement principles; standardise and 
automate processes across the bank.

Value chain re-engineering
Align value chain to clients and services, not 
products; make choices and focus on core 
competencies; re-think non-value added 
activities; buy managed services for activities 
which are not sufficiently differentiating or 
strategic.

Industry utilities and joint ventures
Establish industry utilities to commercialise 
own capabilities; build joint ventures with 
peer banks or non-financial services providers 
in order to creating economies of scale and 
capability networks.

Organisational efficiency
Reduce hierarchy levels and optimise 
span of control; break up vertical silos to 
increase front-to-back alignment to client 
services; centralise common functions; tailor 
organisation to cross-functional interactions, 
decision making and agility.

IT simplification
Decommission end-of-life applications; 
leverage standardised multi-product and  
multi-entity capable systems; minimise 
software customisation; optimise IT infrastructure;  
introduce software as a service and 
infrastructure as a service.

Process digitalisation and robotics
Introduce digital processes such as paperless 
client onboarding; leverage big data analytics 
for superior client services; use robots for 
rules based, repetitive processing; increase 
connectivity with digital ecosystem.

Product rationalisation
Optimise and standardise product and  
service shelf; balance a broad offering whilst 
reducing duplicate and non-differentiating,  
low-volume products; leverage open 
architecture principles for product platforms; 
eliminate legacy products.

Location optimisation
Apply workspace concepts fostering 
innovation and collaboration; optimise 
footprint per employee; consolidate  
locations; expand global reach to leverage 
talent supply; optimise employment costs 
through near- and offshoring.

Economic value management
Introduce business analytics to measure client 
value, costs to serve and process performance; 
optimise allocation of resources in producing 
and offering products and services to clients; 
closely link KPIs and rewards.

Value chain re-engineering

Re-design of operating model (longer term)

IT simplification

Location optimisation

Industry utilities and joint ventures

Re-invention of banks’ business model,  
organisation and culture

Process digitalisation and robotics

Economic value management
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Deloitte’s methodology to boost industrialisation

Our approach to industrialising banks leverages our broad banking industry and delivery experience reflected in a tailorable decision framework, 
our specific knowledge about banking functions and processes, as well as our business case tools and the target operating model design 
methodology. Industrialisation potentials are identified by assessing for each activity, how, by whom and where the activity should be performed. 
The resulting high-level target operating model design can then be benchmarked against a model bank before a business case is developed. 
Eventually, the detailed target operating model is designed across all layers and implementation is initiated.

Keys to success
Realising the full potential of an industrialisation initiative requires holistic change management adhering to seven success factors.

Design
Design the target state by rigorously applying solution frameworks 
of industrialisation to the holistic value chain. Refine resulting 
hypothesis by seeking challenge from functional and product/ 
services SMEs.

 Enablers
• Total Quality Management

•  Lean banking
   • TOM methodology and model bank

Plan
Ensure stakeholder engagement and involve implementation 

workstreams early on. Develop robust implementation plan 
including business case tied into business planning.

Enablers
• Integrated business planning
• Stakeholder mapping
•  Rolling wave planning

Explore
Identify the potential for improving performance through 
industrialisation by reviewing the current business and operating 
model, conducting benchmarking and assess industrialisation 
maturity of the organisation.

Enablers
• Enterprise Value Map
• Industrialisation maturity framework
• Profitability cube and benchmarking

Implement
Initially implement a pilot to test hypotheses and gain 
experience whilst limiting disruption to the organisation. 
Roll out further changes after successful proof of concept.

Enablers
• Intelligent PMO (iPMO)
• Accelerated corporate transformation
•  Continuous improvement
•  Agile project management
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Ensure stakeholder buy-in across the bank from day one whilst initiative is being driven from the top

Prioritise change areas to focus momentum

Apply systematic hypothesis generation

Balance green-field approach versus continuous improvement 

Apply agile development and involve implementation workstreams in solution design early on

Develop solutions around the complete front-to-back value chain

Communicate successes and milestones to the whole organisation to foster cultural change 
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Benefits of industrialisation

The Enterprise Value Map identifies four drivers for firm value: income, expenses, capital expenses and expectations. Industrialisation levers 
mainly aim at optimising costs and expenses. Through improvements in customer-facing aspects and efficiency of processes, income can also  
be directly affected. Furthermore, capital expenses can be addressed through operational risk-related capital charges that banks incur. Finally,  
a number of levers affect market participants’ expectations – especially when publicly-visible projects are under way. The following graph exhibits 
the impact of industrialisation levers on bank value. 

Enterprise value

Operating Income Operating Expenses Capital expenses Expectations Industry examples

Process excellence

Organisational 
efficiency

Product 
rationalisation

Industry utilities and 
joint ventures

Process digitalisation 
and robotics

Economic value 
management

Global universal bank 
streamlining front-to-back 
processes such as credits 
with Lean

Global universal bank 
optimising Span of  
Control in Operations

Swiss private bank 
eliminating legacy 
products

Value chain 
decomposition

IT simplification

Location optimisation

Cantonal bank 
outsourcing payments 
processing

Cantonal bank using 3rd 
party processing centre 
for core banking

Global universal bank 
introducing smart working 
in new office building

Four banks jointly  
selected supplier  
to build KYC utility 

Swiss retail bank 
partnering with start-
up to develop mobile 
payment solution

Multiple cantonal banks 
introducing 3rd party 
analytics software

>20% income increase/ 
cost reduction; very 
high increase of capital 
expense/ expectations

10 – 20% income 
increase/ cost reduction; 
high increase of capital 
expense/ expectations

5 – 10% income increase/ 
cost reduction; medium 
increase of capital 
expense/ expectations

0 – 5% income increase/ 
cost reduction; small 
increase of capital 
expense/ expectations

No or negligible impact

Source: Deloitte Project experience
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Case study

Setting the stage for a bank’s renaissance

In the aftermath of the financial crisis, a global financial institution was facing excessive cost pressure whilst gearing 
up for the new regulatory requirements. In order to meet these requirements, the bank’s leadership targeted a 
revised operating model and legal entity architecture, allowing the cost burden to be overcome.

Deloitte was brought in to develop the high-level architecture as well as the detailed Target Operating Model 
in order to significantly improve the client’s ability to keep up with the dynamic regulatory environment and 
emerging technological advancements, securing a leading position in the next generation of banking. 

Based on an agreed industrialisation project framework, Deloitte conducted an in-depth analysis enabling 
a granular view of the existing operating model. A tailored “decision tree” helped determine the re-allocation 
of these existing functions to the new architecture in terms of geographic location, centralisation and sourcing 
requisite (in- vs. outsourcing). Thereon, several opportunities for cost cutting initiatives were defined 
and Deloitte developed a detailed business case, matching industrialisation aspirations to the respective 
financial targets.

The savings initatives comprised industrialisation and reinforcement of corporate functions as well as the 
strengthening of the service unit. The program delivered substantial cost relief across the organisation and 
ultimately a centralised set-up with a flexible sourcing model.

The comprehensive reorganisation of the bank’s locations into processing, advisory and client-facing units 
with differentiated responsibilities and capabilities, enabled a harmonised structure and governance.

The streamlined operations did not only reduce overall business complexity but also improved end-to-end 
performance by leveraging the globally aligned operating model. Along with an enhanced, global IT solution  
the bank improved time to market, throughput and quality of service and thus promoted customer 
experience. 

Cost savings: significant streamlining of services whilst leveraging economies of scale

Quality: concentration of skills with clear responsibilities generating economies of scope 

Customer experience: customer-centric services improve the overall client experience

Agility: industrialised operating model with open architecture enables strategic flexibility

Define 
project 

framework

Bank 
model 

analysis

Decision tree:  
re-allocation 
of functions

Identification 
of initiatives

Business case / 
initiatives 

testing
1 2 3 4 5

Before After

 Operational / advisory services Local client facing unit Low cost service centre / outsourced

Client situation

Approach

Solution

Achievements
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Why Deloitte?

With our unrivalled industry experience and project capabilities demonstrated at clients across the globe, we are 
now widely acknowledged as the number one experts in industrialisation-related topics such as operating model 
design and transformation. We have dedicated teams on the ground to serve the Swiss financial industry with 
best-in-class advisory, based on local industry expertise and a proven track record in project execution.

Credibility in the industry 

• We have demonstrated our ability to successfully deliver industrialisation engagements within the banking 
industry and hence exhibit a plentitude of premium credentials in this field.

• Our clients appreciate our end-to-end approach, from defining the Target Operating Model to engaging the Front 
Office as part of the implementation.

• We are not only the preferred advisor to our clients when it comes to transforming their business, but also 
renowned Analysts confirm Deloitte’s pole position in business operations consulting.

Analysts rank Deloitte No. 1 in business industrialisation 

• Kennedy Information ranks Deloitte #1 in Global Financial Services Consulting.

• Further, Kennedy Information names Deloitte a global leader in Operating Model Strategy & Organisation  
Design Consulting.

• Deloitte also named a global leader in Digital Strategy by Kennedy Information.

• Gartner again named Deloitte a global Leader in Business Operations Consulting Services.

The Deloitte difference 

• We are the leading Management Consultancy worldwide with a total staff of 52’000, serving clients in more than 
150 countries and territories and earning USD 11.4 bn revenue (2014 figures).

• With our unique combination of excellent management consulting capabilities and profound implementation 
skills we offer end-to-end solutions with an unmatched breadth of services.

• Global Access – Local Touch: We have a local face and our international network provides access to a wealth  
of insight.
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Who?

Please get in touch with us if you have any questions. We are happy to share our expertise with you.
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